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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0190076A1] 1. An assembly consisting of a cast building block (1) and of a positive-connection and closing-off unit (20) which are made
separately, making it possible, in association with one another, to produce structures, such as building walls, fence walls or the like, by building
them up dry, with joints which are staggered or not ; the said parallelepipedic block, provided with inner cavities which open onto each upper and
lower horizontal course face and are separated by transverse partitions, having : on its upper and lower course faces respectively, recesses (4)
and cavities (5) communicating vertically and intended to make it possible to install the said connecting unit of matching form and dimensions in
the horizontal position, in its vertical transverse separating walls, recesses (27) communicating horizontally and cavities (28), intended to make
it possible to install the said connecting unit (20) of matching form and dimensions in the vertical position, on its upper course face, at least one
channel (2) for collecting trickling water, on the outer faces of its vertical end walls, vertical grooves (8a) and vertical tongues (8b) intended to
ensure, in conjunction with the positive connecting unit (20), a relative positioning of the blocks, sealing between them and the elimination of
trickling water coming from the collecting channel or collecting channels (2), and on the other hand, the positive-connection and closing-off unit
(20) consisting of an insert in one or more parts, which fits into one of the recesses (4) and one of the cavities (5) in the upper and lower course
faces and/or into the recesses (27) and cavities (28) in the transverse walls of the blocks, to ensure positioning stability during assembly and after
assembly and closing off at the wall end.
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